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Preview of Early Lessons Learned

Academic freedom, like free speech, is:
1. Not free
2. Not self-enforcing
3. Not harmless (nor should it be)
4. Often violated by academic institutions
5. Not often defended by academics
6. Does not take heroic efforts to defend, just 

routine, daily exercise 



What is Free Speech (USA)?

• An individual right guaranteed 
by First Amendment to US 
Constitution

• Freedom to speak, express, 
publish own views 

• Views may be hurtful, wrong, 
extreme, offensive, evil

?
Free speech



How Broad?

• Freedom is the rule
• Exceptions rare. Unlawful to:

– Incite (fighting words)
– Libel/slander 

• Unlawful speech may be 
punished after the fact, but not 
prevented 

• National security the only cause 
for prior restraint

Unlawful speech

No legal redress against lawful speech. 

Free speech



Can Gov’t Restrict It?

• Only for time, manner, place
• Must be content-neutral
• May not selectively burden 

certain views 
• May not “police” speech
• May not require permission 
• May not coerce speech

Unlawful speech

Free speech is not a privilege that institutions bestow, 
but a right they must observe.

Free speech



Relation of Academic Freedom 
to Free Speech?

• Same thing in public 
colleges

• Same rights as journalists 
• Guaranteed by union 

contract
• Only restriction—researcher 

must make clear that not 
speaking for the college 

Public
colleges

Private
colleges

AAUP (union) 
contracts

U.S. Supreme Court: “Our nation is deeply committed to safe-guarding 
academic freedom, which is of transcendent value to all of us…

That freedom is therefore a special concern of the First Amendment…”

Free speech



Top Responsibility with Both?

• Protect & defend them!

Public
colleges

Private
colleges

AAUP (union) 
contracts

AAUP Statement on Professional Ethics: “Professors recognize the special 
responsibilities placed upon them. Their primary responsibility to their 

subject is to seek and to state the truth as they see it.”

Free speech



1. Free speech is not free
(never has been, never will be)



University of California at Berkeley, 1964

Free speech 
zones,

and no advocacy 
allowed





$250 in 1964 =

$1703 or €1,216
today



2. Right to free speech is not 
self-enforcing



Freedom of Speech Always Under 
Threat

• Tendency of authorities is always to suppress 
“bad” ideas
– That’s why we have First Amendment

• Open and free speech necessarily threatens 
someone’s interests
– Democracy is the negotiation of those interests 

• Burdening speech more common than banning it
– “Death by 1,000 cuts”

Examples?



Violation is easy, 
But redress is difficult

• Constitutional rights: 
– allow legal redress only after violated
– seeking legal redress is very costly in time, money, 

stress
– violation has to be severe
– success still uncertain 
– so, deterrence value is minimal

• Same for contractual rights

Have to be harmed first



3. Free speech is not harmless 
(nor should it be)



Free speech was revolutionary idea 
Speech undermines orthodoxy 

Ideas can have revolutionary effects

• Galileo & Copernicus—nature of God
• Bacon & Descartes—scientific revolution
• Locke & Mill—relation between individual & gov’t
• Darwin & behavior genetics—nature of man

The tensions inherent in free, democratic 
republics 



Standards often used to selectively 
burden or favor research
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* Classic censorship



But what about history of harm!?

Free speech
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Nazis

Hereditarianism
Environmentalism



But what about history of harm!?

Free speech
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• Need even-handed accounting



Scientific criteria also suggested for 
“increased scrutiny”
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“Community standards”

Politically timely?

False?

Unexpected results?
Criteria for 
stricter 
“scientific 
review ”

Politically timely?

False?

Unexpected results?

Socially relevant?

False?

Unexpected results?

Socially relevant?

• Not content neutral
• Not expected to be applied even-handedly

= “controversial”



Example





Democratic sensibilities 

Especially genetic 
ones.



Suppression comes from both Left 
and Right



4. Academic freedom is often 
violated by academic institutions 

(usually with impunity—see 1. and 
2. above!)



Foundation for Individual Rights in Education 
Founded in 1998

Very busy



FIRE’s Biggest Case (2007-08)

Horrendous violation, but right under our noses

Students 
required to state

allegiance to 
political 

orthodoxy

Can obtain video at: www.thefire.org



Why so many violations by academic 
institutions?

• Pretexts: 
– The greater social good (social justice, diversity, citizenship, 

sustainability)
– Improve education (be prepared for global world, learn to be 

change agent)
– Protect academic freedom (of minority students)
– Still free to speak (elsewhere)
– Essential working conditions only a privilege, not a right (office, 

phone, allowing grant applications)

• Usual motives: 
– Institutional self-interest (appease external political forces or 

strong internal lobbies)
– Personal advancement (in professional organizations or own 

institution)



5. Free speech is not often 
defended by academics



Disincentives to protest violations 
of  principle or persons

• Violations seem small—or deserved
• Institution controls perks
• Fear of same fate
• Too much trouble
• Fear of being tainted by association with 

disapproved activities 

Incentives are to keep quiet, distance self, acquiesce—even join in



But THIS man has defended our rights—
his entire adult life



Thank you!
A lesson for us all
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